Sheep, Sheep, Cow

Play “Sheep, Sheep, Cow” like you’d play “Duck, Duck, Goose.” You’ll need at least 4 players, but the more you have the better! Gather players together inside or outside—wherever you have enough room to run safely. Pick one player to be “it” first while the rest of the players sit in a circle. “It” will walk around the circle, gently tapping each player on the head and either calling them a “sheep” or “cow.” When “it” calls a player “cow,” the “cow” tries to tag “it” while “it” tries to sit back down in the empty spot of the circle. If the “cow” tags it, then “it” will have another turn as “it.” If “it” sits down in the empty spot before the “cow” tags them, then the “cow” becomes “it.”
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